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Answer any FIVE Questions in about 75 words each:

1. What are financial services? 

2. What were the reforms made by SEBI in 1992 when merchant banking was 

      brought under its control? 

3. What is a money market mutual fund?

4. What are the terms used in a lease agreement?

5. State the chief objectives of CRISIL.

6. State the impact of credit cards to the Government.

7. Define venture capital. 
 

Answer any FOUR Questions in 
 
8. Bring out the important role played by fi

growth of a country. 

9. State the procedure to be followed by a merchant banker while acting as a banker to an issue.

10. What are the advantages of investing in mutual funds?

11. How does financial lease differ from operating lease?

12. Enumerate the criteria for deciding credit rating of various financial institutions.

13. Explain the different types of credit cards and their uses.

14. What are the features of venture capital?
 

Answer any TWO Questions in ab
 
15. What is merchant banking? Explain the services rendered by merchant banks.

16. Describe the various types of mutual fund.

17. What is hire purchase agreement? Explain in detail its features and contents.

18. Discuss the different types of venture capital in India.
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PART-A 
 

stions in about 75 words each:   
 

What were the reforms made by SEBI in 1992 when merchant banking was  

is a money market mutual fund? 

terms used in a lease agreement? 

the chief objectives of CRISIL. 

impact of credit cards to the Government. 

PART-B 
 

Answer any FOUR Questions in about 250 words each:         (4 × 10 = 40 m

the important role played by financial services in developing the economic 

State the procedure to be followed by a merchant banker while acting as a banker to an issue.

investing in mutual funds? 

How does financial lease differ from operating lease? 

Enumerate the criteria for deciding credit rating of various financial institutions.

Explain the different types of credit cards and their uses. 

venture capital? 

PART-C 
 

Answer any TWO Questions in about 900 words each:                           (2 × 20 = 40

What is merchant banking? Explain the services rendered by merchant banks.

Describe the various types of mutual fund. 

chase agreement? Explain in detail its features and contents. 

Discuss the different types of venture capital in India. 
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(4 × 10 = 40 marks) 

nancial services in developing the economic  

State the procedure to be followed by a merchant banker while acting as a banker to an issue. 

Enumerate the criteria for deciding credit rating of various financial institutions. 

out 900 words each:                           (2 × 20 = 40Marks) 

What is merchant banking? Explain the services rendered by merchant banks. 

 



 


